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164. Proposed ’by T. M. Blakslee, Ph.D., Ames, Iowa.
The joins "of the opposite vertices of a hexagon circumscribed about
a circle are concurrent.
Trigonometry.
165. Proposed l)y G. B. M. Zerr, Ph.D., Philadelphia, Pa.
1 measure a distance AD==300 yds. The angle BAC==the angle
OAD==30 degrees. The angle ADB===45 degrees and the angle BDG=
671/^ degrees. Find BO without using tables.
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ORTHODOX FALLACIES.
BY G. W. GREENWOOD, DUNBAR, PA.
Confining ourselves to the first of the fallacies given on page 397
of the April number of this journal, it is to be observed that the
difficulty, like many another in more serious problems of life, arises
not merely through doing something one should not do, but which a
little thought would show there is no reason for doing. If from the
equation ax=^a1) the student without apology derives the result a?==5,
he shows a lack of care which, in a real problem, might prove disas-
trous even though it may be the "answer" and may be accepted by the
teacher.
Before dividing both members of an equation by a common factor,
we must either know or explicitly assume that this factor is not zero.
The conclusion from the above equation is x=b if a=^0, the omission
of the latter statement being a fatal defect, even though in accord
with current practice.
It is said that there is nothing so unfortunate as activity without
insight, yet current tendencies are prone to foster the former rather
than the latter. ^ -
